




The 250 seats theatre which play musical shows is the main 
source of income. There are temporary small theatre which
turn from studio able to house 30 occupants to be rent 
ocassionally for shows too. Both theatres are able to rent for 
private functions as well.

The profit from restaurant,lounge bar and retail shop are
side income to sustain the building. Besides that, membership
fees from spa and music theraphy treatment are supporting
income as well. There will be kiosks along the lane reserve
ready to be rent for commercial purpose too. Accommodation
are prepared as well for artists at a reasonable rate.

There are spaces non-profit but are supporting programme
that attract users and sustain the building, such as studio 
for musical training and patients, music library and music kiosk 
as sharing area for the public, study lounge for the students
and ampitheatre by the river for busking activities and free
performances.

The performing arts center has different spaces to house 
various activities and generate income:

  To make the programme commercially viable, it is to propose a 
programme that is favourable and provide the needs for patrons, that 
is Therapeutical performing arts center. (TPAC)

  With the nature settings of the site, this programme utilize music 
theraphy as approach to raise awareness of needs for peaceful mind 
in metropolitan, providing green spaces for recreational spot and aims 
to revitalize the river by collaborating with river of life planning.

  According to demographic studies of the site shown below, the main 
patrons of the site included office workers, local residences, tourists 
and students. Therefore, the following patrons are the main targeted 
users for the site.

These are the potential client and stakeholders for the project:
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 As shown in the diagram, openings towards river are made large, to 
allow visual linkage and to appreciate the river promenade view.

  There are several open spaces in the building for communal activities. 
The open areas are visually and physically permeable, allow users in the 
building embrace the river promenade.

  The accommodation block sits along the river promenade is able to 
enjoy the views and also activities. For privacy purpose, openings are 
made of opneable louvers.
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the risk analysis are done base on 3 different phase, preconstruct, construction and operational phase of the building. Mitigation strategies
and contigency plan are stated to avoid or reduce the damage of failure. 
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Reschedule might needed for monsoon season as there’s heavy rainfall season (November 2015-March2016) that might affect external construction work. BIM strategies are included as well in the chart.

Prefabrication steel structure as  alternative 
materials to speed up construction

Test 1 * Test 2*

Precast concrete as  alternative 
materials to speed up construction

IBS toilet pod as alternative 
fittings o speed up construction

*31/8 Public holiday

*1/1 Public holiday

End of internal work

End of substrcture work

End of project

After completion of
plaster work

After completion of
plumbing work
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